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Design History 
 

This is a brief explanation of the history of this document. 
 

In this paragraph describe to the reader what you are trying to achieve with the design history.  It is possible 
that they don’t know what this is for and you need to explain it to them. 

 
Version 1.10 

 
Version 1.10 includes some tuning and tweaking that I did after making my initial pass at the design.  Here 

is what I changed. 
 

1. I rewrote the section about what systems the game runs on. 
2. I incorporated feedback from the team into all parts of the design however no major changes 

were made. 
3. Just keep listing your changes like this. 

 
Version 2.00 

 
Version 2.00 is the first version of the design where a major revision has been made now that much more is 
known about the game.  After many hours of design, many decisions have been made.  Most of these large 

design decisions are now reflected in this document. 
 

Included in the changes are: 
 

1. Pairing down of the design scope. (Scope, not design) 
2. More detailed descriptions in many areas, specifically A, B and C. 

3. Story details. 
4. World layout and design. 

 
Version 2.10 

 
Version 2.10 has several small changes over that of version 2.00.  The key areas are in many of the 

appendixes. 
 

Included in the changes are: 
 

1. Minor revisions throughout entire document. 
2. Added “User Interface Appendix”. 

3. Added “Game Object Properties Appendix”. 
4. Added concept sketch for world. 
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Story 
 

The Story of Thrall will follow a dwarven lizard named Derek. Derek's past is a complete mystery to him 
and his owners, as he was found shrieking in a basket at the front door of the wealthy Simian family, 

freshly hatched. The story takes place within the country of Dudane, with a large population of humans and 
elves, who colonized the country long ago. Humanoid creatures such as Derek, although common 

elsewhere, are a minority within Dudane and are often treated with caution due to their differences. Due to 
Derek's stature, he was immediately sold into slavery as soon as he was worth something, that something 

being roughly 20 gold pieces, which could buy the average person two pigs in the land of Dudane. 
 

Derek's adventure begins with Derek talking to a tavern drunk after his back-story is established, boasting 
on how he freed himself from his master's cruel, cold grasp. He tells the drunk with the upmost confidence 

and smug look on his face that he "cut the fool clean in two with his razor sharp tongue". However the 
narrator with tell the truth that he was delivering his masters breakfast in bed, and as soon as he entered the 
door he slipped, sending cutlery as well as the buttered pancakes flying through the bright, colourful room. 
The reality was that the knife the master would use to cut his daily pancakes, impaled him in the left eye. 

The panicked Derek fled the manor to a new, frightening and exciting land. 
 

With nothing but the filthy rags on his legs, Derek sets out to explore the town of Redseed, the poorer of 
the villages within Bluemoor, one of the many provinces around Dudane. Due to Derek's legal title of 
"Slave" he will need to outlaw the use of slavery to be truly free, however not with politics, but with 

violence and a lot of gold. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Game Overview 
 

Philosophy 
 

Philosophical point #1 
 

The point this game will attempt to get through to the player is that no matter how physically or mentally 
able you are, you will still have at least one ability that can take you to prosperous and adventurous future, 

even if you're particular talent involves violence or the manipulation of others. 
 

Another important lesson that this game will try to get across is that you should not often judge a book by 
its cover, however sometimes you can actually judge a book by its cover, so don't be too relaxed about it. 

 
What Platform 

 
Thrall will run on both PC and Mac. I have decided to make this game to a limited platform to allow 

creative freedom. 
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Common Questions 

 
What is the game? 

 
Thrall is a 2.5D side-scroller that takes place in a fantasy setting, showing off many landscapes 

from dark, dangerous forests, to blazing hot deserts. The game mostly focuses around the main character 
named Derek, who is an escaped dwarven lizard out to make his way in the world. 

 
Why create this game? 

 
I have decided to create this specific game due to my interest in the fantasy genre. I did find a lot of games 

that follow the same genre tend to have a cliché protagonist, common ones being a knight, wizard, 
bowman, etc. In my attempt at finding something more original to create I accidentally created Derek, the 

dwarven lizard.  
 

Where does the game take place? 
 

The game will take place on in the country of Dudane, approximately 2000 years after its colonization by 
the humans, this means the landscape will be covered with; towns, cities, hidden tombs, caravans trials and 
castles. The country, being quite large, has a varied landscape including; Blistering deserts, Endless forests, 

Beautiful fields, struggling farmlands and Desolate wastelands. 
 

What do I control? 
 

The player will be in control of Derek for the entirety of the game, making him jump, crouch and run left to 
right. The player will also be in control of the combat in the game, choosing whether to block or attack. A 
dialog system will also be implemented to the game, allowing the player to choose what to say based on 

what options are available. 
 

What is the main focus? 
 

The ultimate goal for this game is to collect gold and buy weaponry as well as armour in an effort to 
survive the harsh, unforgiving world. As well as building the character the player must progress to the 

capitol city and attempt to overthrow the King and end slavery in Dudane. 
 

What’s the unique selling point about this game? 
 

The game won't constrain the player to a linear, set story and will allow the player a verity of 
dialog options to choose from. This Mechanic will allow the player to choose what personality they would 
like for their character. The dialog options don't just allow the player to choose a personality, there will be 

consequences for what the player says and does, including being barred from particular shops and the 
loosing cooperation with some of the NPCs. This will not halt the player progressing necessarily, however 
it will stop them gaining certain items, weapons, armour and potential gold. Note that this will not force the 

player to be good or bad. 
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Feature Set 
 

General Features 
 

Huge, diverse world 
In depth Lore of the world 

RPG elements 
Action elements 

Variety of interesting enemies and obstacles 
A varied soundtrack 

 
Gameplay 

 
Diverse selection of dialog to communicate with NPCs 

Full and smooth animations for every enemy, townsfolk, enemy, lord and king 
Variety of enemies with different attacks weapons and armour 

Interesting, fully animated backdrops. 
Hidden collectables that reward the player 

Sound effects for every grassy field, stone castle and echoing tomb 
Attacks to have impact effects 

 

 
 
 

The Game World 
 

Overview 
 

The world of Dudane is a large, living and thriving country. Populated by various landscapes and 
provinces. Every province will have a town or city within to offer quests and other activities to the player. 
In this world the player can come across deserts, woodlands, forests, build sites, temples, fields, as well as 

villages the player can aid or plunder. 
 

World Feature #1 
 

As an example word feature, within the Redseed plains the player will see distant, giant ruins resting there. 
These ruins will stay on the scene, however they will pass very slowly as the player progresses through the 

level. Another layer of scenery will be in most scenes, for example as the player marches across the 
desserts, dunes will pass and go, only to be followed by more. This second layer will pass and go 

considerably quicker than the third layer. 
 

World Feature #2 
 

The world will feature different dangers, moving objects and platforms to give the player a bit of a 
challenge as they progress through the world. These falling and moving platforms will often feature 

enemies to keep the player on their feet and sharp. 
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The Physical World 
 

Overview 
 

The physical world of Thrall will be busy and alive, offering many opportunities to talk and witness unique 
characters throughout the game. Thrall has many different towns to learn different information and acquire 
new weapons and armour for the player, and many levels to explore and learn new things about the land of 

Dudane. Only by exploring every area will the player understand all, and there is a lot to explore. 
 

The following describes the key components of the physical world. 
 

Key Locations 
 

Redseed - Starting town/tutorial 
Greenwitch - First encountered city/essential for plot progression early in the game. 

Senguine Keep - Orc stronghold/plot progression   
Orphan Hill boarding house - Plot progression  

Norken Bridge - Only way to the northern part of the map. 
Blueseed - Plot progression 

Temple of Acky Bracki - Plot progression  
Totantwenith - Capitol city of Dudane   

 
See 'World Layout' for every location  

 
 

Travel 
 

The player will be able to travel from location to location with the aid of the world map, by zooming in on 
a particular province will open up all available locations all the player needs to do is click on the desired 
area and they will be taken there. Unavailable locations will be shown as faded out markings and words. 

 
Scale 

 
As the main character is a dwarf, every building and enemy will be scaled accordingly. Derek will be just 

over half the size of the majority of enemies and will wield oversized weaponry. 
 

The actual world will be appropriately sized to allow for all players to have a comfortable and smooth 
experience. There will be around 30 main areas for the player to explore and do battle, these areas will 

differ in individual scale however. 
 

Objects 
 

Gold pieces - The currency of Dudane will be represented in gold pieces, which can be found and 
earned throughout the game. Gold is essential in the progression of the game, and will be used to buy key 

items that the player can use to grow and strengthen their character. 
 

Important letters - Various letters written by the king have been spread across the land, the 
player can choose to collect these for rewards 

 
Stamps - Because every Lizard needs a hobby! Collecting these will eventually increase the 

players health, and self satisfaction. 
 

Beer - This refreshing beverage will give back the player some of their health if ever they are injured 
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Weather 
There will not be any active weather change during the game, however some sections will have wind, snow 

or rain, an example being high mountains or snowy tundra  
 

Day and Night 
 

Thrall will have a day and night feature, one day cycle in game will equal to around 24 real life minutes. 
The day and night cycle will potentially increase the amount of particular enemies that spawn depending on 

the time. For example, during the nighttime in the desert there will be an increase amount of undead 
enemies. 

 
Rendering System 

 
2D/3D Rendering 

 
Thrall will be rendered using the Unreal engine 4. 

 
Camera 

 
Overview 

 
The camera will generally stay in a singular place to show the character in the center of the screen, 

the camera will also always be tilted slightly to the right and higher than the current level so the player can 
easily see the 3D aspect of the game. The camera will zoom out in certain areas when the player is 

approaching a large building or a boss battle. The camera will only zoom in when the player is in a shop, as 
the normal zoom distance is not needed for the smaller spaces. 

 
Camera Detail #1 

 
The camera will zoom in during character dialog to the character currently talking. 

 
Camera Detail #2 

 
The camera will zoom out when the character is approaching a large building or a particular boss battle. 

This is because some of the buildings are too large for the normal camera to hold. 
 

Camera Detail #3 
 

Camera will zoom in very slightly when the player approaches a door to another area. 
Game Engine 

 
Water 

 
There will be water in the game that looks fitting to the environment and the engine can handle it well. 
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The World Layout 
 

Overview 
 

The world of Thrall will be set in the country of Dudane, the massive land mass means that there are 
different ecosystems scattered throughout the map. The hotter climates will be found in the southern areas 

of Dudane and the colder are typically found in the north. The more fertile land populated by farms and 
towns will be found mostly in the southwest and the east coast.  

 
The country is split into 13 different provinces, all of which have some sort of town and 6 having major 

cities.  
 

World Layout Detail # 

Dellonish Island  

Braine  

Arivwa  

Mountlandcyna 

Rymeltydyna 

Totantwenith  

Redseed 

Greenwitch 

Blueseed 

Temple of Acky Bracki 

Norken Bridge 

Murder  

Senguine Keep  

Orphan Hill Boarding House 
Milluinati  

Tower of the Living 

Tower of the Unalive 

Reedgwetten 

Banterbury  

Ogglecombe  

Oggle 

Loch Seabrew 

Marvoiah 

Breachslowe 

Lower Kripper 

Kripper by the Sea 
Upper Kripper 

Dowdruggan  

Tinwolf  
Hut 

Abervine 

Port End 

Port Bell 

Redcliff 

Crestlavon 

Twain 

Freakslaven 

Burtsville  

Totant Abbey  
Abberly  

Mynddos  

Upper Banterbury 
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Game Characters 
 

Overview 
 

Derek, the dwarven lizard - Main character - PC 
Carl, the Redseed tavern keep - NPC 

Carl's brother, various province tavern keeps - NPC 
Sir Doosh, the orc guard captain - NPC 

King Carlos, the ethical ruler of Dudane - NPC 
Princes Leila, the daughter of King Carlos - NPC 

Mr. Mysterious, illegal potion seller - NPC 
Kooper, legitimate potion seller - NPC 

Mr. Steele, the Redseed blacksmith - NPC 
Mr. Steele's brother, various province blacksmiths - NPC 

Belmont, the Redseed weapon smith - NPC 
Belmont's brothers, various province weapon smiths - NPC 

 
 

Enemies or obstacles 
 

The enemies that the player will face will change depending on the player's wealth and what particular 
province they are in. The obstacles will also change depending on the player’s location, but they will 

become no more frequent as the player advances in wealth. 
 

Deserts 
 

Enemies 
Scorpions 

Desert nomads (warriors/archers) 
Cultists (warriors/Mages) 

Undead 
Snakemen (Warriors) 
Obstacles/dangers 

Sand pits 
Traps 

Spikes (when in tombs) 
Puzzles (when in tombs) 

Falling platforms (when in tombs) 
 

Forests 
 

Enemies 
Goblins (warriors/archers) 

Poachers (archers) 
Wolf 

Mimics 
Obstacles/dangers 

Pits 
Pit monsters 

Falling platforms 
Various plants that may cause harm or disease 
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Valleys 
 

Enemies 
Knights (warriors) 
Bowmen (archers) 

Angry villagers (warriors) 
Sell Swords (warriors/archers) 

Obstacles/dangers 
Fences 

Exploding barrels 
Mud (slowing effect) 

 
Taverns 

 
Enemies 

Tavern drunk (warrior) 
Obstacles/dangers 

Potential alcoholism (Permanently reduced health) 
Second hand smoke (Small health deterioration) 

 
Town/Cities 

 
Enemies 

Training dummies 
Moving training dummy (Redseed) 

Obstacles/dangers 
Illegal potions (can cause reduced health) 

 
 

All of these enemies will have different combinations and attacks, some faster and weaker, and some 
stronger and slower. This will require the players to save up and use their acquired money wisely to defend 

themselves appropriately. 
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Musical Scores and Sound Effects 
 

Overview 
 

I would like the music to be appropriate to whatever level the player finds him/herself in, if they are in a 
town the music will be slow paced and pleasant, with not too many instruments involved. I would like the 

calmer, more dialog-based scenes to have accordion or flue music quietly, but noticeably played in the 
background.  

 
With standard areas populated with enemies the music will be more upbeat and quick, to heighten the sense 

of urgency. Boss battles will be quick and appropriate to the certain boss. 
 

Sound Effects 
 

All of the sound effects will be made by myself and with the help of software I will edit it to the correct 
standards. Everything would have a sound effect, including (but not limited to); blocking, attacking, 

walking, jumping and map navigation. 
 

Dialogue or Voiceover 
 

The dialog won't be voiced, but will be mainly text based to allow for the wide array of dialog options. 
Despite not having voiced characters, there will be a narrator throughout the game, telling the player the 

important parts. 
 
 

Music 
 

There will be music for Thrall and will vary depending on the area, I will attempt to add in several tracks so 
the music doesn't become too repetitive. Dark atmospheres will have  appropriately unnerving music and 

the lighter, safer areas will have a more upbeat and cheery sound to match the atmosphere. 
 

Overall Sound Design 
 

Overall the sounds will be exaggerated and cartoonish, to fit with the general style of the game. The music 
will be light hearted. Due to the enemy battles being often short lived, the music will only change intensity 
during boss battles. The sounds will stand out to be heard by the player, however it won't be distractingly 

loud. Music will lower slightly during dialog to allow for the player to concentrate.     
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Single-Player Game 
 

Overview 
 

The gameplay will be quite brutal and unforgiving for a standard 2.5D fighting game. If the player has no 
protective armour on them they will die instantly when hit by an arrow, and around two hits with a sword 

depending on the enemy. 
 

The game will require the player to be patient and plan their attacks; an enemy might be faster or slower 
than them. Typically faster enemies can be blocked easily, however slower enemies will require the player 

block earlier to ready themselves for the attack, otherwise the shield will only protect the play from a 
fraction of the damage. 

 
Health can be gathered around the levels in the form of beer, there will not be varying sizes of this object 

and will only give back a fraction of health at a time. 
 
 
 

Hours of Gameplay 
 

Ideally I would like the game to last at least 10 hours at least. This is how long I believe it would take for 
the player the player to grasp the entire story and have the whole experience of the game. 

 
Victory Conditions 

The player must overthrow the King in order to win the game, to do this they must follow through the 
entire story.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


